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Abstract  1 
Objectives: To evaluate inter-machine variation and compare intra- and inter-operator 2 
agreement and repeatability characteristics of two ultrasound systems for strain elastography 3 
measurements of quadriceps and patellar tendons.   4 
Methods: Forty tendons from 20 healthy participants (5 males, 15 females; mean (range) age 5 
29.3 (21-39) years) were investigated by operators with different experience (operator 1; 12 6 
years ultrasound and >50 strain elastography (SE) examinations, operator 2; no ultrasound 7 
experience, 1 day SE training).  Repeated measures were performed employing GE and esaote 8 
ultrasound systems.  Percentage agreement, Cohen’s kappa, intra-class correlation coefficient, 9 
and correlation tests assessed agreement, repeatability and associations of SE measures.  Paired 10 
T-Test and Wilcoxon signed rank assessed differences in SE measures. 11 
Results: Better agreement and repeatability characteristics were observed for the patellar 12 
compared to the quadriceps tendon, and colour score (CS) method over the elasticity ratio (ER).  13 
Intra-operator agreement was better for the experienced operator.  Intra-operator repeatability 14 
was achieved in 55% of ER (ICC, 0.40-0.91,  p<0.05) and 77-85% (k, -0.25-1) of CS measures.  15 
Inter-operator repeatability was achieved in 35% (t/z, -2.93-7.94, p, 0.000-0.048) of all ER 16 
measures. No significant difference in proximal (z, -0.13- -0.78) and distal patellar (z, -1.52- 17 
2.26, p>0.5) ER measures were observed.  74-75% mean agreement (k, 0-0.5) for CS measures 18 
comparable across both ultrasound systems was observed.  Inter-machine ER associations were 19 
poor (r, -0.39-0.13, p>0.05), while > 80% agreement (k, -0.87-0.53)  for CS was achieved.  20 
Conclusions: Reproducibility of knee tendon strain elastography measurements are influenced 21 
by operator experience, ultrasound system and tendon site 22 
Keywords:  elastography; ultrasound; comparison; knee tendon; healthy subjects. 23 
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Introduction    24 
Ultrasound elastography is an imaging technique offered by several commercial ultrasound 25 
equipment manufacturers, and is used to assess tissue elasticity.  Two common types of 26 
ultrasound elastography are strain elastography (SE) and shear wave elastography (SWE).  SE 27 
was the first to be introduced and is performed by manual compression of the ultrasound 28 
transducer to produce tissue stress.  Tissue responses to applied external stress enables 29 
qualitative and semi- quantitative assessment of tissue strain; where large strain equates to 30 
softer tissue, and low strain corresponds to harder tissue1.  SWE makes use of shear wave 31 
propagation speed to quantify tissue stiffness2.  Elastography techniques can be used to 32 
investigate the mechanical properties of tissue to determine tissue status3.  However, ultrasound 33 
elastography presents inherent technical challenges.  SE is the one of the most common 34 
techniques4 and primarily suffers from operator dependency, while SWE is subject to tissue 35 
non-uniformity and boundary artifacts5.  Despite technical limitations, both techniques 36 
continue to be employed in research and clinical practice3. 37 
SE is widely available and is considered clinically appropriate in breast, prostate, lymph node 38 
and thyroid imaging6–10.  Over recent years there has been increased interest in SE of tendons; 39 
where validity11 and reliability of the technique has been demonstrated in the Achilles12 and 40 
patellar tendons13,14.  Robust measurements of mechanical properties of tendons may provide 41 
valuable functional information for identification of abnormal tendon stiffness that could 42 
inform therapeutic intervention11,15.  43 
SE application measurement packages vary by manufacturer, but include qualitative colour 44 
score mapping (CS), where colour represents the degree of tissue stiffness and is visually 45 
scored.  Semi-quantitative analyses such as histograms demonstrating tissue stiffness 46 
distribution based on a colour hue scale and an elasticity index (EI) calculating the average 47 
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stiffness value inside a region of interest (ROI) may also be available.  Additionally, the 48 
elasticity strain ratio (ER) can be utilised to calculate the stiffness ratio between two ROI’s 49 
(normal tissue and tissue under investigation)16,17.  SE imaging protocols are currently not 50 
standardised for the assessment and interpretation of tendon examinations.  As such, previous 51 
studies have adopted a variety of heterogeneous methodologies13,18–20, making comparison of 52 
results challenging.   53 
As SE use increases within the musculoskeletal field, it is important to establish sources of 54 
error, to ensure that clinically significant differences can be detected.  There may be three main 55 
potential sources of measurement variation.  The first includes biologic alteration21 where 56 
tendon composition may fluctuate normally under the influence of changing physical activity 57 
levels, muscle strength, pathology, and hormones22.  The second is measurement environment 58 
influenced by imaging protocol and the clinician performing and interpreting the examination 59 
(intra- and inter-operator discrepancy)21.  The third is the measurement instrument21.  While 60 
factors influencing tendon properties23,24 and operator reproducibility12–14,18,25 have been 61 
somewhat investigated, there is a scarcity of inter-machine reproducibility research.  Imaging 62 
services often host a variety of equipment types leading to recurrent service users being 63 
examined on more than one ultrasound system.  Similarly, different operators may perform 64 
follow up examinations, which highlights the importance of reproducibility of the technique 65 
and equipment for accurate imaging outcomes.  Despite previous findings of high intra and 66 
inter-operator reproducibility in Achilles and patellar tendon SE studies12,13.  Inter-machine 67 
reproducibility has not been evaluated.  SE patellar tendon reproducibility has been reported as 68 
good-to-excellent (ICC; 0.690-0.919) based on two experienced operators performing and 69 
interpreting scan findings13.  We have previously found that reproducibility was experience-70 
dependent when operators performed measurements on scans they acquired14.  Other studies 71 
are largely limited to observers’ review of previously recorded static images or cine clips18–72 
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20,26–28 and fails to capture the influence of scan performance on reproducibility.  There are 73 
currently no studies involving human tendons evaluating reproducibility and agreement of SE 74 
measures from different ultrasound systems across different operators.   75 
Accordingly, this study aims to assess 1) the inter-machine agreement and association of SE 76 
measures of the quadriceps and patellar tendon performed using two commercially available 77 
ultrasound systems 2) and the difference in repeatability and reproducibility within (intra-78 
operator) 3) and across (inter-operator) two operators with different levels of experience. 79 
Materials and Methods  80 
Participants 81 
The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee (HLS/PSWAHP/16/203) and 82 
conducted within the imaging suite of the research institution.  Written informed consent was 83 
obtained from all participants included in the study.  Participants were included if they met all 84 
of the following criteria; they were able to consent to study participation, aged between 18 and 85 
< 40, had no history of knee osteoarthritis or history of knee pain (in last 3 months), no history 86 
of knee injury or surgery, and a body fat content that was considered within normal limits (male 87 
<25%, female <39%)29.  Participants were excluded if they met any of the following; presence 88 
of a condition affecting the quadriceps or patellar tendon including; tendinopathy, 89 
rheumatological/musculoskeletal condition, knee pain/ instability, or history of knee surgery.  90 
The presence of any abnormalities including altered shape, fibrillary pattern or echo texture, 91 
detected using B-Mode ultrasound during screening; self-reported presence or history of 92 
autoimmune or connective tissue disorders; or currently in receipt of oestrogen or steroid 93 
medication due to previous association with tendon abnormalities23.    94 




Participants were examined using clinical practice standard ultrasound equipment with linear 97 
array transducers; GE Logic S8, (software version R2, revision 1.1, GE Healthcare, USA) (L6-98 
15MHz) and esaote Mylab 70 XVG, (version EVO 13.60M, esaote, Italy) (LA523, L4-99 
13MHz).  The scanning sequence is summarised in Figure 1.   100 
Location for Figure 1 101 
Operators 102 
Participants were scanned consecutively and independently by two operators with different 103 
levels of ultrasound and SE experience (operator 1, formally trained with 12 years’ clinical US 104 
experience and > 50 SE examinations and operator 2, no US experience and 1-day protocol-105 
specific SE application training <5 SE examinations).  A pictorial protocol for standardised 106 
anatomical and technical assessment was developed for operator reference. 107 
Scan protocol 108 
Participants’ self-reported dominant lower limb (defined as leg used to kick a ball) was 109 
scanned.  Participants were scanned in a seated or lying position with the knee supported using 110 
a standardised 30 degree pad30.  Using B-mode, the quadriceps tendon was located in 111 
longitudinal orientation based on previous recommendations for higher reproducibility18, 112 
adopting a perpendicular approach.  A SE map was applied at defined anatomical areas (PQT; 113 
myotendintendous junction used as superior landmark for region standardisation, DQT; base 114 
of patella used as the distal most structure, PPT; patella apex as superior landmark,  MPT; 115 
middle third of patellar tendon between myotendindous junction and distal insertion and DPT; 116 
distal patellar tendon insertion as distal image landmark).  Elastograms were produced using 117 
previously published optimal settings31.  The elastography box was standardised to full sector 118 
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width and 2.5cm depth to allow full coverage of knee tendons whilst maintaining 25%-50% of 119 
colour map box region of interest (ROI)18,27,32.  Using the onscreen quality indicator to 120 
demonstrate sufficient stress, light transducer compression was applied and a minimum 5 121 
second duration cine loop recorded as recommended previously11,12,17,18. This technique was 122 
performed and repeated to obtain two scan series for all anatomical areas (Figure 1) by each 123 
operator, and ultrasound system, successively and separated by at least 15 minutes, before the 124 
second operator repeated the process.  125 
Image analysis 126 
Each operator selected a representative static image from their previously captured cine loop 127 
during the middle of the compression-relaxation cycle, which demonstrated sufficient stress 128 
represented by green quality indication bar.  Analysis was performed directly from the US 129 
equipment ensuring standardisation of viewing conditions.  Respective scans and analyses were 130 
undertaken independently by each operator and recorded separately.  To eliminate recall bias, 131 
scoring analysis of scan measure 1 and scan measure 2 was performed over multiple dates, 132 
commencing at least one month following scan series, and repeated scans were not scored in 133 
succession.  134 
Strain elastography measures 135 
CS and ER were included for the evaluation of agreement and repeatability of SE 136 
measurements of knee tendons due to availability on both ultrasound systems. 137 
Colour map score 138 
Visual grading of respective elastography colour maps were performed and recorded by each 139 
operator.  Using a similar three-point scale employed in previous studies11,20,25, Grade 1, No 140 
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strain/hard = blue (no green colour evident); Grade 2, Average strain/intermediate = 141 
green/yellow or green (no red colour evident); and Grade 3, Greatest strain/soft = red (positive 142 
for red colour). 143 
Elasticity ratio 144 
To perform ER measurements, the Q-analysis ratio option within the elastography package 145 
(GE) and elastography measurement tab, option ElaXto Ratio (ELX-T-RAT, esaote) were 146 
selected.  Using the corresponding reference site (quadriceps tendon = pre-femoral fat pad and 147 
patellar tendon = Hoffa’s fat pad), a small fixed size reference ROI of 5mm was positioned 148 
within homogenous fat pad tissue (Figure 2).  Reference tissue ROI is ideally positioned 149 
adjacent to, and at the same depth as the tissue area of interest, however this is not anatomically 150 
possible for knee tendon studies.  Commonly used reference sites from previous studies include 151 
the Kager’s fat pad, positioned deep to the Achilles tendon, or within patellar and quadriceps 152 
studies, the Hoffa’s and pre-femoral fat pads19,33,34.  These sites are both accessible and 153 
facilitate easy placement of ROI’s within one sector width, thus minimizing placement error, 154 
and provide opportunity for both the tissue of interest and reference tissue to undergo similar 155 
stress35.  Due to the heterogeneous composition of fat pad, a small homogeneous soft (red) 156 
tissue area was selected to provide a standardised and easily identifiable reference ROI.  An 157 
anatomical site ROI was freehand traced with US machine tracker-ball, and an ER value was 158 
automatically calculated, and recorded.   159 
Statistical analysis 160 
Intra-, inter-operator and inter-machine agreement of CS (grade 1-3) were estimated using the 161 
percentage of exact agreement36 and Cohen’s quadratic weighted kappa37.  Two way random, 162 
single measures, intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC2,1) were performed to assess intra 163 
operator repeatability of ER for each US system.  Inter-operator ER measurements were 164 
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compared using paired sample T- or Wilcoxon signed rank tests according to data distributions, 165 
and were reported for each US system.  Evaluation of ER inter-machine associations were 166 
performed using Pearson’s or Spearman correlations, as the ER values for each system were 167 
expressed using different scales.  The minimum accepted statistical threshold levels for Kappa 168 
and ICC tests were defined as ≥ 0.40, (poor <0.40, fair 0.40-0.59, good 0.60-0.75, excellent 169 
0.75-1.00) with the level of minimum clinical acceptability defined as fair or above38.  The 170 
minimum accepted correlation statistical threshold levels were defined as < 0.29, small; 0.30-171 
0.49, medium and >0.50 large, with the level of minimum clinical acceptability defined as 172 
medium or above39.  Two-tailed statistical significance level was defined as p ≤ 0.05.  Statistical 173 
analyses were performed using SPSS, version 2440. 174 
Results  175 
Participant characteristics 176 
Twenty healthy adult volunteers (5 males, 15 females; mean (range) age 29.3 (21-39) years; 177 
Body Mass Index 23.2 (17.9-29.0) kg/m2; body fat percentage 23.8 (13-39) %) were included 178 
in this study.  Dominant lower limbs were self-reported (Left n=5, Right n=15).  40 tendons 179 
were examined twice with both ultrasound systems performed by two operators; a total of 400 180 
SE examinations and measurements were performed by each operator (5 anatomical sites, 181 
scanned twice on each system for 20 participants).  182 
Intra-operator agreement and repeatability 183 
Total percentage agreement for CS ranged from a mean of 97% to 73% agreement for the most 184 
to the least experienced operator across two measurements and ultrasound systems (Table 1).  185 
Percentage agreement and kappa scores were better for operator 1 using the GE equipment (90-186 
100%; k, 0.78-1.0) compared to the esaote (70-95%; k, 0-0.79).  Operator 2 achieved similar 187 
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CS agreement from both equipment types (Table 1).  Operators mean percentage agreement 188 
scores across all anatomical tendon sites were higher for the GE equipment (GE; 85% and 189 
esaote; 77%).  Both systems produced higher mean percentage agreement scores for the patellar 190 
tendon compared to the quadriceps tendon (Table 1). Operator 1 achieved the same (distal 191 
patellar tendon (DPT)) or greater percentage agreement scores than operator 2, across CS 192 
measures (Table 1) for the GE system.  Operator 2 produced higher percentage agreement 193 
scores in two patellar tendon sites compared to operator 1 using the esaote equipment (proximal 194 
patellar tendon (PPT) and DPT).  Percentage agreement scores were higher at the DPT for the 195 
GE equipment and the mid patellar tendon (MPT) for the esaote equipment (mean % 196 
agreement, 95% and 88% respectively). 197 
ER ICC’s were better for operator 1 compared to operator 2 (Table 2).  Each operator achieved 198 
ICCs >0.40 (fair to good) at three anatomical sites using the esaote equipment (Table 2).  199 
Operator 1 achieved intra-operator repeatability (ICCs >0.40) at four tendon sites (fair to 200 
excellent), and operator 2, one tendon site, using the GE system (fair).  Only the PPT site was 201 
demonstrated to be a repeatable ER measure (ICCs >0.40) by each operator and both systems.  202 
Operator 1 demonstrated fair to excellent repeatability across all anatomical sites but failed to 203 
demonstrate repeatability across all sites using a single ultrasound system.   204 
Location for Table 1 and Table 2 205 
Inter-operator agreement and repeatability 206 
Mean percentage agreement over two CS measures between operators were 74% and 75% for 207 
the GE and esaote equipment respectively.  The patellar tendon yielded better CS agreement 208 
(range 70-95%, Table 1) compared to the quadriceps tendon (range 53-68%).  Mean percentage 209 
agreement was greatest at DPT for the GE equipment and MPT for the esaote equipment (both 210 
95%).  No significant differences were observed between operator 1 and operator 2 for ER 211 
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measurements for tendon sites PPT and DPT using the GE equipment (Table 2).  All other GE 212 
ER tendon inter-operator measures demonstrated significant differences (p<0.05).  For the 213 
esaote system, significant difference was recorded between operators for ER measurement of 214 
the MPT (p<0.05), no other tendon site measures were significantly different.  215 
Inter-machine agreement and association 216 
Each operator produced 100% CS agreement between machines for three tendon sites (operator 217 
1; PQT, PPT and DPT, operator 2; PQT, PPT and MPT).  Across all tendon sites, 80% mean 218 
inter-machine agreement was achieved (Table 3).  Four tendons sites (PQT, PPT, MPT and 219 
DPT) achieved CS inter-machine agreement >80%. The mean inter-machine CS agreement of 220 
the DQT was 64%.  Higher inter-machine percentage agreement scores of patellar tendon CS 221 
were obtained compared to the quadriceps tendon (patellar tendon; 85% and quadriceps tendon; 222 
72% mean agreement).  Inter-machine ER correlations were poor (<0.40) for both operators 223 
and all tendon sites (Table 4). 224 
Location for Table 3 and Table 4 225 
Discussion 226 
This study is the first to report agreement and repeatability of knee tendon SE measures using 227 
different ultrasound systems and different operators, reflecting clinical practice.  Findings 228 
demonstrate excellent mean inter-machine agreement (> 80%) for CS and poor inter-machine 229 
association of ER measures.  Repeatability of SE measures were better for the experienced 230 
operator and inter-operator agreement was better using the esaote compared to the GE system. 231 
SE performed using the GE equipment demonstrated better CS intra-operator agreement 232 
compared to the esaote (mean % agreement, 85% and 77%).  This improvement may be result 233 
of the higher broadband frequency of the GE system transducer (SE centre frequency 15MHz), 234 
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compared to the esaote (12MHz).  Higher transducer frequency offers higher strain 235 
resolution41, therefore may have contributed to better agreement in visually determined CS for 236 
the experienced operator, and supports use of the higher frequency transducer in clinical 237 
practice. 238 
SE is an individually performed freehand technique, consequently variability is inevitable.  A 239 
recent phantom based study found greater ER accuracy over CS method32.  Accuracy of lesions 240 
of known stiffness improved by 5.7-16.9% for experienced and inexperienced operators32 .  241 
Clinical tests must be both accurate and reliable42.  However, our clinical study found ER to be 242 
less repeatable than the CS method.  Another in vitro study evaluated two SE systems (GE and 243 
Hitachi) within an elastography equipment comparison study.  Excellent intra-(ICC; 0.977-244 
0.998) and inter-operator (ICC; 0.845-0.995) reliability was reported of 10 repeated ER 245 
measures performed by operators with SE experience ranging from 1 month to 7 years43.  Our 246 
poorer ICC ranges may be result of both methodological differences and the influence of 247 
patient factors compared to in vitro investigation.  By employing a fixed size ROI, 248 
methodological standardisation and reduced operator input was achieved, and excellent 249 
repeatability observed43, despite including a relatively inexperienced operator.  However, this 250 
method restricts the autonomy of the operator and may not provide adequate coverage to fully 251 
investigate the tissue of interest. Replicating clinical practice and enabling the clinical 252 
advantages of dynamic ultrasound techniques, our study permits operators to define the 253 
measurement ROI based on examination findings9.  Despite our findings suggesting in vivo ER 254 
measurements are highly operator dependent, no significant difference in inter-operator ER 255 
measures were recorded at the proximal patellar tendon (PPT; p; 0.455-0.896) and distal 256 
patellar tendon (DPT; p; 0.09-0.36, Table 2), using either system.  Furthermore, the PPT is 257 
identified as an anatomical site demonstrating fair to excellent intra-operator agreement of SE 258 
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measures using both systems, advancing current knowledge and suggesting feasibility as a ROI 259 
for repeat clinical measures.   260 
Consistent with previous B-mode ultrasound44 and SE literature14, influence of operator 261 
experience is demonstrated within our study.  Our findings further verify the operator 262 
dependency of ultrasound techniques, and highlight the importance of alignment to current 263 
professional guidance which recognises the requirement for appropriate education and training 264 
standards45.     265 
For both operators, discrepancy was observed between systems in the ER repeatability of 266 
examination of the MPT. This suggests that despite operator experience, the esaote equipment 267 
provides opportunity to obtain more repeatable measures of the MPT compared to the GE.  268 
Although no formal qualitative evaluation of user  friendliness was included within this study, 269 
both operators reported that ER measurements were more straightforward to perform using the 270 
esoate equipment, which may account for this finding.  In light of a lack of literature in this 271 
area, based on our results, we hypothesise that ease of use may influence repeatability of 272 
measures in operators with different experience levels, particularly in less experienced 273 
operators.  274 
Regardless of system or operator, measurements of the proximal and distal patellar tendon were 275 
more repeatable compared to the quadriceps tendon.  Anatomical identification of the more 276 
superficially positioned and well defined patellar tendon may contribute to this finding.  The 277 
gradual muscle to tendon attachment of the proximal quadriceps tendon on B-mode ultrasound, 278 
in comparison to the abrupt and clearly defined patellar tendon attachment to bone46 may 279 
account for the measurement variance exhibited.   280 
We found that CS measures were generally agreeable, particularly for the patellar tendon 281 
(Table 1).  This indicates that a standardised three-point visual colour mapping score can be 282 
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employed to achieve high agreement of repeated measures across operators and the ultrasound 283 
systems evaluated within this study. Similarly, Yoon et al reported greater CS agreement 284 
(k=0.37) across experienced operators using a standardised score, compared to real-time ER 285 
measurements of breast lesions (k=0.28)48.  Future clinical studies are required to contextualise 286 
the clinical relevance of CS findings in pathological groups.   287 
Inter-machine variations of semi-quantitative measures (ER) are expected due to the unit-less 288 
nature of SE values adopted by different manufacturers1.  A previous study involving patellar 289 
tendon length and cross sectional area measurement in healthy subjects, found high inter-290 
machine agreement (ICC; 0.90-0.96).  However, power Doppler (a more advanced ultrasound 291 
application) inter-machine studies of rheumatological small joints, have reported variable 292 
reproducibility between three ultrasound machine pairings (k; 0.434, 0.455, 0.709)49, and of 293 
four different machines, across multiple experienced operators (k; 0.20-0.80)50. Advancing 294 
previous inter-machine literature, our results inform clinical SE practice in knee tendon.  We 295 
recommend repeated ER measures are performed by an experienced operator using the same 296 
equipment.  This will enable differences in results to be accounted for by pathology, rather than 297 
random and/or systematic error.  Furthermore, we recommended that reporting of clinical 298 
examinations should clearly state which ultrasound system has been employed.     299 
Ultrasound equipment manufacturers make clear that semi-quantitative SE measures provide a 300 
relative strain reference value only, and that this data should not be translated for diagnostic 301 
purposes16.  Furthermore, the SE technique is operator dependant14 with no gold standard 302 
method of obtaining ER measures, and ongoing investigation of optimal reference regions47.  303 
Yet, SE is actively used in clinical practice, where clinicians should be fully aware of its 304 
limitiations.  Our study participants were scanned during one appointment successively on both 305 
ultrasound systems, with no perceived change in tendon status or anatomical reason to account 306 
for deviation in SE measures. To evaluate machine influence on SE measures, bias was 307 
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minimised by performing measurements under the same conditions using the same subjects.  308 
Subsequently, we are the first to identify variation within and between operators and machines, 309 
for CS and ER measures of the healthy quadriceps and patellar tendons performed under 310 
standardised conditions.  However, ER measurements performed by an experienced and 311 
inexperienced operator are repeatable (within operator) and not significantly different (between 312 
operators) for PPT and DPT sites using either system, further supporting machine influence on 313 
repeatability of ER measurements of knee tendon in healthy participants.  Future clinical 314 
studies are required to assess the accuracy of SE findings at these regions to determine future 315 
clinical relevance. 316 
There are several limitations to this study, including the relatively small sample size.  Lack of 317 
prevalence across all three CS criteria resulting in non-calculated kappa values.  SE is an 318 
emerging technique and as such no standardised method of examination is agreed.  To minimise 319 
known bias’s such as operator dependency and methodological variations, the same subjects 320 
under the same conditions using a standardised methodology with currently clinically applied 321 
reference sites, has been adopted.  Only two ultrasound systems were directly compared despite 322 
other manufacturers offering SE.  SE measurements CS and ER were evaluated however 323 
alternative semi-quantification methods are available.  These were not included in this study 324 
due to data produced on different scales, resulting in the inability to make semi-quantitative 325 
comparisons.  Two operators of different levels of experience were included in this study (one 326 
experienced and one inexperienced).  Future SE reliability studies may choose to include only 327 
experienced operators to reflect appropriate clinical practice users.  Knee joint angle was 328 
determined using a standardised pad, placed under the knee in line with clinical practice; 329 
however, knee angle was not directly measured. 330 
Conclusion  331 
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Comparing CS and ER measurements of knee tendons of two commercially available SE 332 
ultrasound systems, we have revealed intra-, inter-operator and inter-machine variation. 333 
Greater repeatability was exhibited by the experienced operator, and in patellar tendons sites 334 
compared to the quadriceps tendon.  Inter-machine variability is evident, with poor association 335 
for ER measures. We recommend that knee tendon SE is performed by experienced operators 336 
where high intra-operator and inter-machine agreement of CS measures was observed. Our 337 
findings suggest that reproducible CS measures of the quadriceps and patellar tendon can be 338 
achieved using the ultrasound systems included in this study.  Intra- and inter-operator 339 
repeatability was demonstrated at the PPT and DPT with no significant difference in ER 340 
measures, suggesting these tendon site suitable for repeated measures.  Inter-machine 341 
association of ER measures at all tendon sites were poor. To reduce variability of SE ER 342 
measurements of knee tendon, it is recommended that experienced operators perform follow 343 
up examinations using a standardised protocol, employing the same ultrasound system. 344 
Ultrasound manufacturer standardisation is required to eliminate inter-machine variability of 345 
ER measurements, and clinical studies required to determine accuracy and significance of SE 346 
findings for wider clinical practice use. 347 
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 350 
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Table 1. Colour scoring intra and inter-operator agreement 
Equipment                                               Operator Measure  PQT     DQT     PPT     MPT     DPT Total % 
 % k % k % k % k % k  
Intra-operator 
GE 1 1 + 2 100 c 100 1.0 100 1.0 90 0.78 95 0.79 97 
GE 2 1 + 2 65 0.21 70 0.40 60 -0.25 75 0.38 95 0 73 
Mean %   81  85  80  83  95  85 
Inter-operator 
GE 1 1 65 nc 55 0.19 80 nc 70 0.12 95 0 73 
GE 2 2 70 0 50 0.50 80 0 75 0 95 0 74 
Mean %   68  53  80  73  95  74 
Intra-operator 
esaote 1 1 + 2 75 0.5 90 0.79 70 0.34 95 0 70 0.34 80 
esaote 2 1 + 2 50 0 60 0.20 90 0.45 80 0.22 90 0.46 74 
Mean %   63  75  80  88  80  77 
Inter-operator 
esaote 1 + 2 1 75 0.39 55 0.12 95 nc 90 0 70 0.34 77 
esaote 1 + 2 2 50 0 50 0.07 90 nc 100 c 70 0.34 72 
Mean %   63  53  93  95  70  75 
* PQT; proximal quadriceps tendon, DQT; distal quadriceps tendon, PPT; proximal patellar tendon, MPT; mid 
patellar tendon, DPT; distal patellar tendon, %; observed agreement, k; kappa, c; constant, nc; not calculated. 
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Table 2. Elasticity ratio intra and inter-operator repeatability 
Equipment Operator Measure      PQT                DQT               PPT               MPT               DPT  
 Intra-operator                           ICC   Sig        ICC     Sig       ICC   Sig       ICC    Sig       ICC   Sig 
  
GE                 1         1 + 2         0.49   0.012    0.43   0.025     0.85  0.000    0.13  0.295    0.91  0.000 
 
GE                 2         1 + 2         0.17   0.238    0.01   0.485     0.40  0.028    0.21  0.179    0.22  0.169 
esaote            1         1 + 2         0.27   0.112    0.51   0.009     0.48  0.015    0.67  0.001    0.15  0.262 
esaote            2         1 + 2         0.35   0.06      0.20   0.197     0.46  0.016    0.41  0.034    0.57  0.004 
 Inter-operator                        t     df    Sig       t     df    Sig       z     Sig         z      Sig       t      df    Sig 
GE               1 + 2       1       4.96  19   0.000  7.94 19  0.000  -0.13 0.896  -2.93  0.03     2.26 19  0.36 
GE               1 + 2       2       1.81  19   0.086  5.85 19  0.000  -0.30 0.765  -1.98  0.048   1.78 19  0.09                       
esaote          1 + 2       1      -0.57 19   0.575 -1.29  19  0.213  -0.78 0.455  -2.11  0.035  -1.19 19  0.25 
esaote          1 + 2       2      -0.64 19   0.533 -1.77  19  0.092  -0.50 0.615  -2.01  0.044  -1.52 19  0.145 
* PQT; proximal quadriceps tendon; DQT, distal quadriceps tendon, PPT; proximal 
patellar tendon, MPT; mid patellar tendon, DPT; distal patellar tendon, ICC; intra class 
coefficient, sig; significance, t; T-Test statistic, df; degrees of freedom, z; Wilcoxon signed-





Table 3. Colour scoring inter-machine agreement 
Equipment Operator Measure       PQT          DQT          PPT         MPT             DPT               Total % 
                                                      %    k         %    k        %    k        %    k         %    k 
GE + esaote     1           1             100  nc        75  0.53     100  nc          85 -0.71     100  nc              92 
GE + esaote     2           1             100  nc        75  0.53     100  nc        100  nc          60  -0.09          87 
GE + esaote     1           2               45 -0.34     45 -0.06      75 -0.87      65 0.5          60  -0.09          46 
GE + esaote     2           2               70  0.12      60  0.2       70 -0.15      100 nc         100  nc              80 
Mean %                                         80          64               86           88               80             80                                            
* PQT; proximal quadriceps tendon; DQT, distal quadriceps tendon, PPT; proximal 
patellar tendon, MPT; mid patellar tendon, DPT; distal patellar tendon, r; Pearson’s or 





Table 4. Elasticity ratio inter-machine association 
Equipment Operator Measure         PQT             DQT                 PPT                MPT                DPT  
                                                       r     sig          r     sig             r     sig           r     sig            r     sig    
 
GE + esaote      1       1                0.13  0.575   -0.06  0.794    -0.26 0.267   -0.09 0.711    -0.34  0.138  
 
GE + esaote      2       1                0.13  0.574   -0.05  0.846   -0.36  0.122   -0.03 0.901   -0.163 0.493 
GE + esaote      1       2              -0.01  0.963   -0.23  0.324   -0.29  0.224   -0.21  0.369   -0.12  0.619 
GE + esaote      2       2              -0.01  0.983    0.11  0.964    -0.39  0.092   0.07  0.756    -0.18  0.441 
* PQT; proximal quadriceps tendon; DQT, distal quadriceps tendon, PPT; proximal 
patellar tendon, MPT; mid patellar tendon, DPT; distal patellar tendon, r; Pearson’s or 
















Figure 1. Intra-, inter-operator and inter-machine scan sequence 
 
 Operator 1 agreement, repeatability and association: Intra-operator  , inter-operator       , inter-machine   




Figure 2. Example tendon regions and SE measurements. A and B, standardised B-mode position for the DQT, with the associated SE map showing 
intermediate CS grade, C and D, Elasticity ratio measurements for the PQT (GE system; C) and DPT (Esaote system; D) 
 
